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WELCOME FROM CAROLYN
When I think Easter, I think chocolate and Hot Cross
Buns! Imagine healthy, sweet, sugar free chocolate and
marshmallow Easter eggs and favourite Easter recipes
that will leave you happy and deliciously satisfied. I
absolutely loved doing the photo shoot for this amazing
FREE eBook.
Your kids and friends will
love you for these recipes,
and what a bonus as they
are high protein, sugar
free, keto and gluten free.
This will be my best Easter
for many, many years and I
can’t wait for you to try
them. Such an easy way to
cut back on your sugar
intake at Easter and no one
will ever guess the treats
are sugar free.
It's been 18 years since I
first discovered Perfect
Sweet™ xylitol and
founded SweetLife
Australia to share this
fabulous natural sugar free
alternative with other
health conscious people.
Carolyn
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EASTER LAMINGTON NEST
Serves 6
INGREDIENTS

150g unsalted butter, softened
100g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
3 eggs, large (50g)
200g almond meal
50g arrowroot, sifted
1 tsp gluten free baking powder
Pinch of salt
180ml milk, lukewarm
Chocolate Coating
1 tsp arrowroot, sifted
250ml cold water
20g cacao powder or good quality
cocoa
60g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
20g unsalted butter, softened
150g desiccated coconut, to coat

SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
KETO | DIABETIC FRIENDLY

Have fun, enjoy delicious
treats and don’t “skyrocket”
you and your kids sugar levels.
This gorgeous cake is
decorated with sugar free
Chocolate and Marshmallow
Easter eggs and is the perfect
centrepiece for your Easter
table. No one will guess it is
sugar free. The Easter egg
moulds were purchased at the
Spotlight store.
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METHOD

Preheat oven to 170°C/150°C fan forced. Grease and line a 20 cm round
springform cake pan with butter and line with baking paper.
Use an electric beater to beat the butter and xylitol in a medium bowl
until pale and fluffy. While beating, add one egg at a time, until well
combined.
Combine the almond meal, arrowroot, baking powder and salt in a
separate bowl and then add to the egg mixture. Mix on low speed. Stir
in the milk until combined.
Pour mixture into lined pan and bake for 35-40 minutes or until a
skewer inserted in the centre comes out clean with a few crumbs.
Cool in pan 10-15 minutes, then put on a wire rack to finish cooling.
Wrap the cake with plastic wrap and refrigerate for 3 hours or overnight
to give the cake a chance to firm up before coating in chocolate and
coconut.
Method for Chocolate Coating
Make a slurry with the arrowroot and 2 tbsp of the water in a small bowl.
Stir in the remainder of the water and transfer into a small saucepan.

Stir in the cacao and the xylitol and bring to the boil, simmer for 2
minutes. Stir in the butter.
Pour into a lamington tray and allow to cool slightly ready to coat the
cake.
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To Make the Nest

Using a serrated knife cut a third of the cake off the top, leaving
remaining two thirds whole.
Place the top third on a cutting board and with a sharp knife cut out a
2cm wide round circle which will form the rim of the nest. Put aside the
remaining centre of the cake. (see suggestion below)
Place the circle (rim) back on the top of the cake and secure with
toothpicks.
Carefully roll the cake in the chocolate mixture in the lamington tray,
evenly coating the sides and rim, then roll in the desiccated
coconut.
Place on a serving plate and brush the inside of the cake with the
remaining chocolate mixture. Sprinkle with desiccated coconut.
Fill the nest with sugar free Chocolate Easter eggs or sugar free
Marshmallow Easter Eggs (see Resources for recipes, page 17) . Remove
the toothpicks.
Tip: For a quicker version of this recipe, use our Sugar Free Kitchen™
Lamington Cake Mix. Just follow packet instructions, and remember to
use a round cake pan!
Suggestion:
You may prefer to cut up the remaining centre of the cake into bite size
lamingtons and use the remaining chocolate mixture and desiccated
coconut instead of coating the middle of the cake nest.
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EASTER HOT CROSS BUNS

SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
KETO | DAIRY FREE | DIABETIC FRIENDLY
Makes 8
INGREDIENTS

200g raw almonds, skin on
30g psyllium husks
2 tsp gluten free baking powder
1 tsp salt
10g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
1 tsp cinnamon
¼ tsp nutmeg
Pinch of clove powder
3 X-large eggs, (60g) whites only
40ml apple cider vinegar
250g boiling water
50g dried cranberries or dried cherries
For Chocolate Crosses
50g Dark Chocolate Crunch Buds
I use Little Zebra 99.8% sugar free
buds as they are smooth, deliciously
sweet and have no after taste. Also,
gluten and dairy free.

For so many years I went
without Hot Cross Buns!
When I was first diagnosed
gluten intolerant over 30
years ago there was no such
thing as a gluten free Hot
Cross Bun. Now I have a
choice but still prefer to make
my own as I know there are
no preservatives, colours,
sugar and other nasties. This
recipe is delicately spiced and
quick as there is no yeast
involved. I love them with
chocolate crosses.
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METHOD
Preheat oven 175°C. Grease and line a baking tray with baking paper.

In a food processor, grind the almonds and psyllium husks to almond
meal consistency.
Add the baking powder, salt, xylitol, cinnamon, nutmeg and clove
powder, and pulse 4 times to evenly distribute the spices.
Place mixture into a mix master using the dough hook and add the egg
whites and vinegar. Knead for 20 seconds.
Add the boiling water and knead for 1 minute. Add the dried
cranberries and knead another minute until combined.
Divide the dough into 8 pieces and roll into balls and place on the lined
tray.
Bake for 50-55 minutes. Cool on a wire rack
Pipe melted chocolate crosses on the top of buns.

RECIPE TIP
Using raw almonds with the skin on gives the Hot Cross Buns their
colour.
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EASTER INDIVIDUAL BAKED
CHOCOLATE CHEESECAKES
SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
PROTEIN SOURCE | DIABETIC FRIENDLY

MAKES 4
INGREDIENTS
Coconut Base
1 large egg (50g), white only
10g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
Pinch of salt
100g desiccated coconut, toasted
Filling
450g quark
3 large eggs (50g)
1 large egg (50g), yolk only
130g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
50g cacao powder or good quality
cocoa, sifted
1 tsp pure vanilla extract

I love the mini cheesecakes for
Easter as they can be prepared
2 days in advance and kept in
the fridge. They look so pretty
with the sugar free
Marshmallow Easter Bunny
sitting amongst the berries. So
decadent and guilt free as they
are made with healthy, natural
ingredients.

Berries of your choice and Sugar
Free Marshmallow Bunnies to
decorate (see Resources for
recipes, page 17 )
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METHOD

Preheat oven to 160°C/140°C fan-forced. Wrap the outside of 4 x 10cm
springform round cake pans with aluminium foil to prevent water
seeping into the cheesecake while baking.
Lightly whisk the egg white, xylitol and salt in a clean bowl. Add
the coconut and combine. Use fingertips to press the mixture into the
base of each spring form pan.
FILLING
Use an electric beater to beat the quark, eggs and egg yolk in a medium
bowl on medium speed until creamy. Add the xylitol, cacao and vanilla
extract and beat until combined.

Pour filling over each coconut base in pan. Place pans in a baking tray
and pour in enough boiling water to come halfway up the side of pans.
Bake for 30 minutes or until set, so the centre does not wobble when
the pan is gently shaken. Cool cheesecake at room temperature to
prevent cracks forming. Leave in the pans and refrigerate until cold,
preferably overnight.
Decorate with berries of your choice and Sugar Free Marshmallow
Bunnies (see Resources for recipe, page 17) .
RECIPE TIP
We use toasted coconut because it gives the base a nice nutty flavour.
The base of the pan does not have to be greased.
The bunny mould was purchased at Spotlight stores.
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EASTER CHOCOLATE CHIP
AND HAZELNUT SLICE
SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
KETO | DIABETIC FRIENDLY

MAKES 18
INGREDIENTS

400g Hazelnut Chocolate Spread
(see Resources for recipe, page 16)
50g almond meal
75g desiccated coconut
10g goji berries
40g hazelnuts, chopped
40g Dark Chocolate Crunch Buds,
chopped
I use Little Zebra 99.8% sugar free
buds as they are smooth,
deliciously sweet and have no
after taste. Also, gluten and dairy
free.

Our Christmas Chocolate and
Hazelnut slice was so popular that
I decided to do an Easter version.
We all know that the Nutella is
“sugar loaded”, in fact sugar is
listed first on the ingredient list
which makes it the largest
ingredient in the jar. I am very
excited to create my own sugar
free version, Hazelnut Chocolate
Spread for this decadent Easter
Chocolate Chip and Hazelnut Slice.
It will last for at least 2 weeks in
the fridge, that is if you have any
left after Easter!!!
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METHOD

Line a 15 x 21cm tray with cling wrap.
Roughly chop goji berries, hazelnuts and chocolate crunch buds.
In a large bowl mix together the Hazelnut Chocolate Spread, (see
Resources for recipe, page 16) almond meal and coconut until well
combined. Fold in half the goji berries, half the hazelnuts and half the
chocolate buds.
Press mixture into lined tray and sprinkle with remaining goji berries,
hazelnuts and chocolate buds. Press them gently into the top of the
mixture.
Cover and chill for 30-45 minutes before slicing.
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EASTER CHOCOLATE COOKIES
97% SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
KETO | DIABETIC FRIENDLY

MAKES 18
INGREDIENTS

1 packet Sugar Free Kitchen™
Double Choc Cookie Mix includes 20g chocolate chips
1 large egg (50g)
30ml water
80g butter, melted
30g sugar free chocolate
buds, extra
I use Little Zebra 99.8%
sugar free buds as they are
smooth, deliciously sweet
and have no after taste.
Also, gluten and dairy free.

I know we are all busy, but this cookie
made with our new
Sugar Free Kitchen™ Double Choc
Cookie Mix is quick, easy and great to
have on hand at Easter for the
unexpected guest. I call this my
“essential pantry staple”. The cookies
make a great gift and you only need 5-6
cookies in each box as it is the thought
that counts. Who doesn’t love
homemade cookies at Easter decorated
with chocolate?
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METHOD

Preheat oven to 140°C. Grease and line a baking tray.
Beat the egg and add water. Melt the butter.
Set aside the choc chips included in cookie mix packet for decorating.
Place cookie mix into a bowl and stir in the wet ingredients. Mixture will
be crumbly but holds together when rolled into balls.
Take a tablespoon of mixture and roll into a ball.
Place on a baking tray, flatten and shape edges. Repeat the process.
Bake for 17 minutes or until cooked. Cool completely on tray.
To Decorate
Bring a small saucepan of water to the boil, then remove from heat.

Place the choc chips from the cookie mix packet that have been set
aside and the extra 30g chocolate buds into a heat proof bowl, large
enough to sit on the rim of the saucepan without touching the water.
Stir constantly until melted and smooth.
When chocolate is slightly cooled, fill a piping bag and pipe fine lines in
the shape of a cross onto the cookie.
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SOLID CHOCOLATE EASTER EGGS
SUGAR FREE | GLUTEN FREE
KETO | DIABETIC FRIENDLY

Makes 10 solid whole eggs
INGREDIENTS

You will need 2 Easter half egg
silicone moulds
100g cacao powder or good
quality cocoa
150g cacao butter, melted
120g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
pinch of salt
60g goji berries
30g Dark Chocolate Crunch
Buds to stick halves together.
I use Little Zebra 99.8%
sugar free buds as they are
smooth, deliciously sweet and
have no after taste. Also, gluten
and dairy free.

I love this easy to make sugar
free Easter Egg recipe, because I
know it is made with all natural
ingredients and has no
preservatives or nasties in it!
It is even dairy free. Tasty and
healthy, they will not spike you
or the kid’s blood sugar levels.
Your sweet cravings will be
totally satisfied without the high
and lows bought on by store
bought Easter eggs. Gluten free
and perfect for the whole family.
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METHOD

Bring a small saucepan of water to the boil, then remove from the heat.
Place cacao butter in a heatproof bowl, large enough to sit on the rim of
the saucepan, without touching the water.
Stir constantly until all of the cacao butter is melted.
In a medium sized bowl, use a wooden spoon to stir the cacao, melted
cacao butter, xylitol and salt until smooth. Add the goji berries and stir
until well combined.
Fill the 2 silicone egg mould halves and place in the fridge until set.
Remove the set chocolate half eggs from the moulds and stick together
with the melted chocolate. Put back in the fridge until set.
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RESOURCES
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Hazelnut Chocolate Spread
300g raw hazelnuts
180g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol, ground
50g cacao powder or good quality cocoa
¼ tsp salt
40ml coconut oil, melted
METHOD
Preheat oven to 180°C.

Spread the hazelnuts evenly over a baking tray and roast for 10 minutes, shaking
the tray after 5 minutes so they roast evenly, until lightly browned.
Place toasted hazelnuts on a clean tea towel or cloth. Rub in the towel to remove
as much of the skins as possible. Transfer the hazelnuts to a food processor and
process until finely
ground.
Add the xylitol, cacao (or cocoa), salt and coconut oil and process until smooth
and creamy. Spoon into a clean airtight container or jar. Keep refrigerated.
RECIPE TIP
Not all the hazelnut skin will come away when you roll them in a tea towel. This
method is just to remove the excess loose skin
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Sugar Free Marshmallow Easter Eggs and Bunnies
Makes 20 whole eggs
Makes 10 bunnies
You will need:
2 x silicon Easter Egg mould (one for bottom half and one for top half of Easter
egg)
1 x silicone bunny mould (optional for other recipes)
2 x batches of Sugar Free Marshmallow recipe,
INGREDIENTS
(these ingredients are for 1 batch)
125ml cold water
40g powdered gelatine
250ml water
200g Perfect Sweet™ xylitol
1 tsp pure vanilla extract
30ml lime juice
METHOD
Place cold water in a clean bowl, sprinkle over gelatine and whisk to dissolve.

Place 250ml water and xylitol in a medium saucepan and heat until dissolved.
Add the gelatine mixture and stir to combine. Gently boil for 15 minutes. Set
aside to cool.
Mix the vanilla extract with the lime juice in a clean large bowl. Add the
cooled gelatine mixture and use an electric beater to whisk on high speed for
5 minutes or until light and fluffy.
Fill the silicone egg mould halves. There will be some mixture left over that I
filled the bunny moulds with for decorating other recipes.
Refrigerate marshmallows until set. Remove the egg halves from the mould
and set aside.
Make another batch of Marshmallow mix and fill the silicone egg moulds
again. There will be some left mixture over that I filled the bunny moulds with
for decorating other recipes.
Place one firm egg half that has been set aside on top of each, still sticky
unset marshmallow half. This will help the 2 halves stick together to form one
whole egg. You must work very fast as the mixture sets quickly.
Refrigerate until Marshmallow egg is set. Takes approx. 15 mins.
Remove the full Marshmallow egg from the moulds and decorate your Easter
goodies.
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